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By Alejandra Lozada & Gamalier Lozada

On December 23rd, 2017 heaven received a warrior, a champion and a new angel —Ana Paulina Oliveras, a
Baldwin school graduate from the Wolfpack Class of 2017. Ana Paulina was a beautiful, funny young soul, among
other things; nonetheless, what most distinguished Ana from the rest was her abundance of love, happiness, and
most prominently her dedication to serving a purpose bigger than herself. Whilst in Baldwin, one of the many
communities Ana aided was a small school in Haiti which, along with a fellow member of the Wolfpack class, she
helped adopt as Baldwin’s new ‘sister school’. With the help of Baldwin, and the Baldwin community, Ana and her
fellow classmate were able to travel to Haiti to provide uniforms, school materials, shoes, and much more. Through
this project, Ana’s strive to change the community greatened. Her firm belief in prioritizing communities in need
distinguished her from the rest, as well as her desire to provoke a change in the community through the new
generation —the children. Thanks to the effort and dedication that Ana showed to see others happy, even during the
hardest moments of her life, ‘La Fundación C.O.C.O’ was founded.
La fundación C.O.C.O, also known as Ana Paulina’s Caring for Others Children’s Organization, is Ana Paulina’s
vision made into reality —a foundation without profit created for the children of Puerto Rico in need. Thanks to the
effort and dedication that Ana put to see others happy, C.O.C.O was founded. The name C.O.C.O was chosen by Ana,
as it was the nickname her father had given her from a very young age. In life, Ana was able to choose the name, the
reason, and some of the first missions that took place. Initially, Fundación COCO was joined by several other
foundations. The Team Ana Paulina logo, shirt, and stickers were seen lighting up places of need, after Hurricane
María. The foundation, along with the aid of other sister organizations, provided joy, water, food, diesel, essential
items, and toys to these municipalities in need. An activity that took place with the foundation as an independent was
the day before Ana’s departure, where her graduating class of Baldwin 2017 represented her when visiting a children’s
home in Bayamón. Without a doubt, the activity was magical, where we brought food, gifts, and most importantly,
joy. Thanks to the help of Ana Paulina’s resilience and strength during her final moments, Fundación COCO has
already been incorporated with its social security numbers of IRS, and Hacienda, and a domain has begun
establishment fundacioncoco.org. Soon the website will be completed and the missions, events, and especially the
smiles of children helping other children and their families overcome challenges, will be published on it. This
foundation was born to ensure Ana’s dream to live on, and she continues to help others, as she did in her daily life.
The foundation will continue to grow, and we can help mre people in need and provide them with their
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necessities, and above all, bring them happiness! In the words of Miguelo Oliveras, Ana Paulina’s father, “Cuando
ayudas al prójimo sin pedir nada a cambio, cuando ayudas a un hermano en necesidad, cuando sonries, cuando
compartes la felicidad y cuando te dedicas a un propósito más grande, Coco esta contigo.” Ana Paulina’s legacy,
not only lives through us, but it lives through la Fundación C.O.C.O.
If you, or anyone you know, would like to make a donation towards Ana Paulina’s Caring for Others Children
Organization, the foundation’s account number with Banco Popular is #131-550-241.
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YMUN Experience

By Sofía Bermúdez and Alexxa Aponte
Jetblue ﬂight, non-stop service from Luis Muñoz Marin International Airport to John F. Kennedy International Airport, our journey to Yale Model United Nations had ofﬁcially taken off. I can speak for all twelve of
us when saying that YMUN was a truly enriching experience. It was without a doubt worth all the studying,
the wins, the losses and the occasional raging. Before arriving at Yale, we spent two days in New York City,
both of which were ﬁlled with good food, good times, irreplaceable memories (especially for the one who
met her favorite housewife, Kandi Burruss). Although fun, but short, the days in the city that never sleeps
ﬂew right past us. We all knew, this was just “the calm before the storm”.
While it was undoubtedly hard and at times frustrating, the days we spent in committee have left us
all with a sense of pride, accomplishment, and motivation to do more. It is easy to say each delegate
learned greatly about what MUN entails, the friendships it can create, and the boundaries each and every
one of us can surpass. We were all like kids thrown in a pool among hundreds of others, yet we all managed to learn how to swim. The trip, much less the competition, would not have been the unbelievable
success it was without Mrs. Moran. Countless times we would bombard her with our questions, our doubts,
our worries; whether it be through text, anxiously during committee or exhaustively afterwards. YMUN was
an experience that not only helped us all grow academically as students, but it gave us the opportunity to
undergo situations that we are all bound to face in the unpredictable future.
Each and every one of the members who got the opportunity to go to such a prestigious event will
deﬁnitely cherish it for years to come. As a whole, the trip was worth all the work. This will deﬁnitely not be
the last time you hear about this group of students competing abroad. We can all agree that this was just
the stepping stone for a future of even greater accomplishments and bigger challenges.
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YMUN GEP
By Angela Perez

"Without memory, there is no culture. Without memory, there would be no civilization, no society, no future." Elie Wiesel
Describe one way in which historical and cultural forces have helped shape our world today.
________________________________________
A web of lines connecting phones in Puerto Rico to ones in Taiwan similarly communicates rebels in North
Korea with ones in China. These ropes transmit information and ideas to millions on a daily basis. The presence of the internet marks a divide between the Digital Era and its predecessors. Millennials and Generation
Z have been raised with smartphones in their hands that connect them to different countries, people, and
ideas. This interdependency between media is globalization in effect. The creation of a global culture based
entirely on tweets, likes, or shares threatens the order established for decades — a threat to the traditional-minded. Such a global network has divided those involved and willing to adapt from those left to fend for
the orthodox values that dominated before open internet accessibility. Globalization has connected history
and culture via the internet, thus establishing a divide between those willing to collaborate or those in fear of
change.
The presence of a shared internet space has created a new culture unlike anything that predates it. Language remains a crucial aspect of any cultural system. Parallels between real life and online cultures evince
themselves through the use of acronyms known globally despite being primarily in English. Phrases such as
“LOL” are shared across the Internet, to the extent that some use them without understanding what each letter
represents. The use of the same social media applications everywhere also demonstrates this connection.
When interacting with an individual from another country, anyone born after a certain year will agree that
social media maintains this relationship across borders. On a different note, this uniﬁcation has also caused a
rift in the real world.
Between this innovation and collaboration, underrepresented minorities rise to claim their seats at this new,
global roundtable. In the cases of the Hollywood sexual assault victims, their voices would have been mufﬂed
were it not for the expansive network that social media provided them with. The exclusion of some from this
network has generated fear amongst more traditional individuals, especially in regards to their new place in
this global society. Events such as Brexit and the election of conservative leaders worldwide implies that fear
pervades the ranks of those old enough to vote, but not young enough to involve themselves online. Forcing
their hand, this new means intimidates those who do not understand.
Internet culture is becoming one of honesty and righteousness, where injustice is not tolerated. The fear of
exposure for transgressions or exclusion from this new media has led to the rise of conservatism, but collaboration through cultures and individuals on a global scale works to counteract this and moves a newly connected world forward. This unity of history and culture has made the world reconsider itself, and what its identity
will be.
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Memory
By Adam Benrubi

Edward, a small young boy with scissors as
hands
Has no friends since he was bland
So long ago it was, now he’s grown
Everyone in the area had to disown
Fury, rage, and anger spread through the man’s
mind
But deep inside he is so very kind
He wanted pay back until a girl accepted him
She loved him and never called him a sin
Happiness spread through curiously
But now he’s a nice man with inside fury
Helping around the area ﬁnally accepted
Later on a young man plotted and got him
arrested
The man broke free from the cops and ran
He looked back and on her knees was Sam
She was everything to him, his pearl
Tears spread and anger grew
Revenge was the next thought in his mind and
it fumed
Soon the young man went to the abandoned
house where he was
Peter hated Edward because he loved
At the top in the attic the men stood near
Edward was the man’s name and inside him
was fear
“Die you're nothing; you're a shame” Peter said
Anger broke loose and Peter was dead
Loved tried to bring Edward back from danger
Through the window he jumped but with no
more anger
Tears and ﬂashbacks broke in his mind
He hit the ground a single time
Sam ran and Sam cried
No memory of Edward will be remembered
from anyone
Except one girl, if only time could rewind
Everyday Edward shall come to her mind
Still wishing she was there at the right time.
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Lost and Alone
By Gavin Moran

Lost & Alone
Lost is bad
Alone is worse
Lost & Alone, it’s horrifying
Loved one is here though
Blood everywhere though
Lost & Alone, it’s horrifying
Lost in this hellhole
Alone in this chaos
Lost & Alone, it’s horrifying
Where are you… Loved One
Blood dripping from every corner
Lost & Alone, it’s horrifying
Lost; can’t ﬁnd my way
Alone; where is this place
Lost & Alone, it’s horrifying
Can’t seem to ﬁnd you… Loved one
Blood gushing from every wall
Lost & Alone, it’s horrifying
Lost
Alone
Lost & Alone, it’s horrifying
Will I see you again… Loved one
Blood has stopped ﬂowing
Lost & Alone, it’s horrifying
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The Thing
By Natalia Fontana (Inspired by the Thing
Around Your Neck
by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie)
Within the body of this
perfect rich uncle was
a sadistic soul.
His dreadful touch
gave it away.
Like him were many––condescending.
The thing around your neck
began to tighten by the hour.
The letters home vanished as
the self-loathing dominated
under that thing they call ﬂesh.
You had no lavish life,
No amount of ink could expound that.
The thing around your neck
began to tighten by the minute.
A glimpse of bliss began
to meet you.
Unfathomable is that
thing they call love.
The thing around your neck
began to loosen up.
Oh so jaunty you were,
yet life as it is
came around to daze you.
Your father met
the lady with a scythe.
The thing around your neck
began to tighten by the second.
You could not keep on writing
what life dictated.
You had to vacate your elation
brieﬂy to ultimately get rid of
The thing around your neck.
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“A Private
Experience”
A Poetic Interpretation
By Anonymous
Reprisal demanded
For a wound to pride.
While she sits in quandary,
Stupefied.
Virulent warfare,
A cacophony in the streets.
While another woman
Of apprehension speaks.
Both worry for family,
Yet none truly says,
The worries that fly,
Throughout both their heads.
Seemingly opposite
In many a way.
That first impression fades
By the end of the day.
Hausa or Igbo,
Of the North or the South.
Muslim or Christian,
The difference transferred,
By word of mouth.
Flash-forward, then return,
And do it again.
What lessons to learn,
Through power of the pen.
Trapped together,
They help each other,
Through the pain of injury.

For differences hold
No ground in ailing,
But rather cause
An equal suffering.
The times are tough,
Revolts break out.
For a wounded pride
Isn’t easily mended.
Unlike a wounded leg.
Through the revolt,
They both sit.
Understanding each other
Through the words they exchange;
The actions they commit.
Differences overlooked
Enmity out-burned
What happened?
What has been learned?
A future passed
A moment gone
To show at last
That peace may come
The old divide
Has gained a small bridge.
Who will expand it?
Who will next reach the ridge?
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A Conclusive Ending to "The Thing Around
Your Neck" by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
By Elizabeth Baruch-Santana, Lorena Quintana & Diego Ramos
You turned away and said nothing, and when he drove you to the airport, you hugged him tight for a long,
long moment, and then you let go.
You didn’t know how you felt, a mix of emotions passed through you, this churning feeling in the bottom of
your stomach made you feel sick, as if though you might lose consciousness.
But then you thought of your father, how you would never get the chance to see his smile again or see him
working on the rusty old company car, and of your poor mother who would try to keep a straight face but was
slowly chipping away inside.
You had to leave, you kept telling yourself, your mind was certain of it, but your heart, your heart wanted so
badly to stay with him.
But listening to your heart wasn't a choice you could always afford, so your mind won this battle.
America looked so small from the aerial view, and you wondered how it was possible that a city that contained
so many people, so many places that seem so big and so scary and at times so lonely, could, at this distance,
ﬁt in the palm of your hand.
Arriving home felt right, yet wrong at the same time, you couldn’t help yourself from comparing the streets,
one clean and organized, the other, chaos and confusion. Your home, that once was everything now felt
unknown because it didn’t smell like him. Nothing here reminded you of him.
In spite of that all when you saw your mother, when you saw your little cousins running towards you or those
relatives that you had only once met, you asked yourself why had you ever left.
In that moment you accepted that no matter how much pain you felt, abandoning your family wasn’t an
option at this time. However you kept the hope that one day soon, maybe by a miracle, you might see him
again,
And in that moment, the thing around your neck had never felt tighter, because you were walking into the
American embassy, about to make a decision that would forever change your life.
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